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Abstra t

to Planet-Forming Disks" (PI, N.J. Evans), whi h will obtain IRS spe tra of 200 young stellar obje ts in Perseus,
Ophiu hus, Chamaeleon, Lupus and Serpens ( o-I's E.F.
van Dishoe k and G.A. Blake). The work is done in ollaboration with the IRS Instrument Team and the SIRTF
S ien e Center. The developed algorithms form an integral part of the SIRTF/IRS data analysis environment
SMART1 and have also been made available to the SSC
for distribution to the general observer.

The InfraRed Spe trograph (IRS) is one of three instruments on board the Spa e Infrared Teles ope Fa ility
(SIRTF) s heduled for laun h in Spring 2003. It will take
low and high resolution spe tra from  5 40m. Interferen e of light waves re e ted on the surfa es of lters,
dete tors, and other omponents in the SIRTF/IRS light
path is expe ted to result in signi ant fringing in the
measured spe tra of astrophysi al sour es. Fringes asso iated with the IRS dete tors have been observed in spe tra
2. Instrumental Fringes
measured in a laboratory set-up. Although pre ise fringe
hara teristi s remain to be measured in orbit, it is lear Fringes originate from interferen es on plane-parallel surthat reliable defringing methods are essential in order to fa es in the light path of the instrument. These surfa es
warrant an a urate analysis of interstellar features.
a t as Fabry-Perot etalons, ea h of whi h an add unique
fringe omponents to the sour e signal. In the infrared
Key words: instrumentation: spe trographs { methods: wavelength range surfa es separated by a few mm up to
data analysis { infrared: general
a few m form the most eÆ ient FP's. Fringes are therefore expe ted to be seen in the SIRTF/IRS spe tra and
have indeed been observed in spe tra measured in a laboratory set-up.
In prin iple the instrumental fringes are removed from
1. Introdu tion
the observed spe trum by alibrating out the response of
Initial defringing algorithms have been developed for the the instrument. However, due to the nature of the fringes
SIRTF/IRS instrument. The InfraRed Spe trograph IRS this alibration will for most observations be imperfe t.
(Roellig 1998) is one of three instruments on board the The detailed fringe pattern is mainly determined by the
Spa e Infrared Teles ope Fa ility SIRTF (Fanson 1998) wavelength s ale and the resolution. Small o sets in waves heduled for laun h in Spring 2003. The IRS is an e helle length (o sets mu h less than a resolution element) an
spe trograph omposed of four modules. Two modules hange the position and spa ing of the fringe peaks. These
will provide low resolution (R = =Æ = 60 120) spe tra o sets an result from an imperfe t wavelength alibrafrom 5:3 40 m and another two modules will take high tion or from an o - enter lo ation of the sour e in the
slit. The extent of the sour e determines the e e tive resresolution (R 600) spe tra from 10 37 m.
In the IRS wavelength range many spe tral features olution and thus the amplitude of the observed fringes.
Reliable defringing routines will therefore be needed
of i es, sili ates, PAH's, mole ular bands and unresolved
to
a
hieve the highest possible signal to noise. Su h demole ular and atomi emission and absorption lines an
fringing
methods have also proven to be essential in exbe observed. The presen e of fringes in the spe tra will
tra
ting
weak features from data from the Short Wavehinder the dete tion and/or analysis of these often very
1
weak spe tral features.
SMART is ode developed at Cornell University for the analysis of
SIRTF/IRS
data. Additional plug-in modules for peak-up photometry
The development e ort for the IRS defringing forms have been developed
at Arizona University and for defringing at Leiden
part of the SIRTF-Lega y program \From Mole ular Cores University, SRON Groningen and Calte h.
Pro eedings of the onferen e \Chemistry as
August 2002 (C. L. Curry & M. Fi h eds.).

a Diagnosti of Star Formation," University of Waterloo, Canada, 21-23
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4. Flat Field Modifi ation
Apply modified flatfield

Use derived parameters
or parameters from fit
over the echelle orders

Isolate the fringes
from the continuum
Modify the flatfield
to best match the data

Figure 1. Modifying a at- eld in pra ti e. For ea h e helle
order the shift and resolution orre tion is determined. Shown
in the left plot are the orre tions for one Short High (SH) order. Subsequently, there is the hoi e to either use the derived
orre tion values or an interpolated version of these to orre t
the at eld before applying it to the observed spe trum. This
is shown in the tight plot.

The rst method minimizes the fringe residuals in the
data by mat hing the fringes in the IRS at eld with
the fringes in the s ien e observation. The fringe phase is
a fun tion of sour e position in the slit, while the spe tral
resolution depends on the lling fa tor of the sour e in
the slit. Straight division of observation and at eld is
thus expe ted to give residual fringes in a nominal observation. To avoid this, the at eld fringe phase (i.e.
wavelength s ale) is therefore shifted and the at eld
spe tral resolution is mat hed to that of the observation
by smoothing or arti ially enhan ing the fringe amplitudes. Subsequently, the modi ed at eld fringe spe trum is multiplied ba k into the at eld ' ontinuum'
and the astronomi al spe trum is divided through the
modi ed at eld, giving a spe trum with minimal fringe
residuals. Figure 1 gives a short overview of the whole
at eld modi ation pro edure.
5. Sine Wave Fitting

length Spe trometer (SWS) on board the Infrared Spa e The se ond method uses robust sine-wave tting to reObservatory (ISO) (e.g. Lahuis & van Dishoe k 2000 and move the fringes. The starting point is the opti al theory
Lahuis et al., this volume)
on Fabry-Perot interferen e from whi h an approximation is derived whi h is omputationally stable and easy
to implement.
3. Defringing Algorithms
Two algorithms have been developed for the defringing of
the IRS spe tra. The rst method minimizes fringe residuals by orre ting the at eld to best mat h the data.
The se ond method uses a robust method of iteratively
tting sine fun tions. The two methods an be used either separately or in ombination. In the latter ase the
fringes are rst removed by optimizing the at eld to
the data and then the sine-wave tting is used to remove
residual fringes in the data. In-orbit data are needed to
test both methods to the extreme and it may well depend
on the spe i observation whi h method or ombination
of methods will work best.
In order to analyze the fringes it is essential to rst
isolate the fringes from the underlying ontinuum signal.
In addition, any unresolved spe tral features present in
the spe trum need to be identi ed. These features will
in uen e the orrelation of the fringes of the at eld and
the observation, as well as the parameter estimates in the
sine-wave tting. The masking of the unresolved spe tral
features is fully automatized. In the unlikely event this
should not work, the user an of ourse de ne these by
hand.

Compute the total
fringe spectrum
Find the strongest
fringe components

Isolate the fringes
from the continuum
Fit the fringe
amplitudes

Figure 2. Sine-wave tting in pra ti e. In the left gure the
original data with ontinuum are plotted. O set the nal defringed spe trum is shown. In the lower panel the ontinuum
subtra ted data and the omputed fringe spe trum are plotted.
In the right gure the derived fringe amplitude and the e e tive
de rease in hi-sq are plotted for the sele ted range of opti al
thi kness. In the lower panel the sele ted fringe omponents
are shown.
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5.1. Fabry-P
erot interferen e

The transmission fun tion of a Fabry-Perot element is
given by the Airy fun tion:

It =

Io
T2

(1 R)2 1 + ( (1 4RR)2 )  sin2 (wD )

with:
and:
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2nd
 500 m
 4:3 for the SH dete tors

(1)

A ' 0 on the surfa e

where R, T , A and n are fun tions of w and d is a fun tion
of the position on the dete tor wafer. For a re e tan e of
a few per ent the transmission fun tion may be approximated by It = A os(2wD + ). This an be rewritten
into a omputationally more handy form as:
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those from one IRS e helle order. Limiting ourselves to
this small wavelength range, the fringes in Short-High
(SH) data an be tted with one main omponent.
Figure 2 gives an overview of how this is urrently
implemented. First the fringes are isolated from the ontinuum. Then Af and Bf in formula (2) are tted for a
limited range of opti al thi knesses. The strongest fringe
omponents are sele ted and the fringe spe trum is omputed and divided out of the spe trum. It is possible to
use this pro edure on both the astronomi al observation
and the at eld and subsequently divide a defringed observation with a defringed at eld. It is also possible
to use this pro edure to remove residual fringes from the
standard at- elded spe trum. High quality in-orbit data
are needed to test whi h option is best.
6. Con lusions

(2) We have written a working set of IRS defringing tools before the laun h of SIRTF. This will allow us to improve
This is the basi formula whi h was used in the ISO-SWS the redu tion of the IRS spe tra from the Evans Lega y
defringing algorithm (see Kester 2001 and Lahuis & van program in an early phase of the mission. It will also help
Dishoe k 2000) whi h has been adapted for use with the us and the IRS alibration experts to better understand
SIRTF/IRS data.
the IRS instrument in orbit. With the arrival of in-orbit
data the IRS fringe hara teristi s an be further determined. The defringing algorithms will also be improved,
5.2. Fringe hara teristi s
e.g. by improving the physi al fringe model and extending
The detailed fringe spe trum is determined by the re- the model from 1-D to 2-D. It is our and the SSC's intene tan e and the opti al thi kness. The re e tan e deter- tion to make a stable version of the defringing algorithms
mines the modulation depth given by (1 R)2 =(1 + R)2 . available to the general observer as soon as possible.
The opti al thi kness (i.e. the me hani al thi kness and
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It = Af os(2wD) + Bf sin(2wD)

5.3. Implementation

In the urrent implementation all parameters are assumed
to be onstant. This is a reasonable assumption when
data over a small wavelength range are onsidered like
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